ON SITE WELDABLE VISQUEEN PRODUCTS :-
VISQUEEN ECOMEMBRANE 500um.
VISQUEEN LOW PERM. GAS MEMBRANE.
VISQUEEN GAS BARRIER.
VISQUEEN GX GEOMEMBRANE.
VISQUEEN PRE APPLIED MEMBRANE.
VISQUEEN HP URBAN DRAINAGE GEOMEMBRANE.

KEY TO MATERIALS:
(Refer to Visqueen Technical Data for full detailed material specification).
1) VISQUEEN DPM TO SPECIFICATION - Laid on smooth slab or blinding.
2) VISQUEEN TREADGUARD 1500. (NB: NOT REQUIRED WHEN USING VISQUEEN GX GEOMEMBRANE).
SEE STANDARD DETAIL : JD-07 FOR VISQUEEN PRE APPLIED MEMBRANE DETAILS.

NB: 100mm OVERLAP & WELDED JUNCTION BY VISQUEEN PREFERRED INSTALLERS.

NB: DO NOT SCALE - USE FIGURED DIMENSIONS ONLY.